in Japanese translation of the Quran as a form of honorific to Allah, The Creator. This study focuses on surah al-Baqarah [2] verse 7-30. The sonkeigo is analyzed based on the changes of verbs referring to the acts of Allah, The Creator. A reference study is a method used to collect the data in this qualitative research. The data source is derived from the Japanese translation of the Quran scripture. The data is validated against Japanese native speakers and Arabic tafsir experts. Kayaba theory on the use of sonkeigo form as the honorific language in social interactions is employed. The research conclusion shows that one of the ways for men to respect Allah is by using sonkeigo expressions.
Introduction
The Quran was revealed in Arabic as it was first revealed to people who spoke Arabic. In the development of tafsir (interpretation) history, as the prophet had passed away, the interpretation of the Quran has developed extensively, adaptive to the people who practice it. Among the Japanese, there is the Quran in Japanese interpretation that has been adapted to the characteristics and meaning of the Quran. The interpretation language of the Quran has also been adapted to the use of Japanese language and culture.
Japanese language has its principle in the use of honorific language. Honorific language takes primary place in social interaction especially when someone shows his/her respect to other through their language choice. The honorific language choice reflects language politeness. Language politeness is defined as a rule or norm of using language appropriately by the member of speech community and is based on language moral values. This can be realized through language form including pronunciation Abstract: Sonkeigo Expressions in Japanese Translation of the Quran. This study discusses sonkeigo expressions | 146 and physical gesture shown while communicating by using language. The main objectives of making use of an honorific language are to actualize a harmonic communication with a respected person to be well-accepted in the society known as keigo.
1
Keigo is a style of honorific language used to communicate in consideration of speaker's social factor. In the use of keigo expression, the speech is made based on speaker's position. Keigo is in its usage divided into three usage principles namely, sonkeigo, kenjougo, and teineigo.
2 Sonkeigo 'respectful language' is an honorific language used to exalt the position of the speaker or a person that is the subject of speech. Kenjougo 'humble language' is an honorific language used to exalt the position of the hearer or a person that is the subject of speech by means of being humble. Teineigo is polite language that is, among others, characterized by the form of ~masu and desu.
3 A person may change his/her form of language, adaptive to the social status based on the age, position, familiarity and place where the speech is made factors 4 .
One of the markers of keigo is the change in Japanese verb. In conversation, futsukei 5 verb may be used for a hearer younger than the speaker or for a hearer with position lower than that of the speaker. An example in Japanese is the verb iku 'to go'. The verb iku is a futsukei form verb or common form verb. Such verb will change to irassharu 'to go' (sonkeigo verb 'respectful language') when it is referred to an older hearer or a hearer with position above that of the speaker, for example, to a lecturer, a leader or an individual older than the speaker. Meanwhile, in kenjougo 'humble language', the verb iku will change to mairu. spoken as humble language in order to respect the hearer.
Similarly in the Japanese translation of the Quran, verbs referring to Allah's acts and to men's acts are different. For example is the verb iu bears the meaning to say. The verb iu when referring to men's act will be expressed using the word iimasu, while if referring to Allah, the verb will change morphologically to the word iwaremasu. The verb iwaremasu can be translated to the word to say. The verse teaches men to speak in a wellmannered way during praying, communicating with the Creator. Praying bears the meaning of asking, therefore it is to use humble language and in secret, not to exaggerate the volume, to exalt the God, to respect Him with a hope that what they pray will be will granted. Islam teaches men of how to use their speaking instrument to produce polite speech.
The Quran is a miracle in Islam Allah had revealed through His Messenger. The Japanese translation of the Quran the writer uses is issued by the Nihon Muslim Kyoukai that is an association of Muslim in Japan. This association was established in 1952, with Sadiq Imaizumi as the first leader. Based on the verse, learning the Quran contributes significantly to the learning of Arabic grammar, its use in classic linguistic context attributed to the creative dimension of originality, elaboration, fluency and flexibility. Zaid researches the relationship between learning The Quran using the heart and academic knowledge, with learning language and linguistic creativity. Such research also tries to achieve the basic foundation of the Quran in language acquisition. This paper describes the ground to view the Quran not only as a religious book, but also a linguistic miracle for the Arabs. This paper reviews the evidences monumentalizing the relationship between language creativity and learning of the Quran and builds the relationship between learning the Quran with academic achievement of other school subjects.
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The research has proven that the Quran is a strong source to establish thinking method and creativity. This research once again observes the language acquisition in the Quran and the investigation of its influence to learning of creative language based on relevant Arabic scientific scripts. This paper is finished with pedagogic notes and the implication for learning of L1 and L2. Most of researchers relate first language acquisition to cognitive and socio-affective | 148 genetic factors that tend to be maintained with socialization. Meanwhile, second language acquisition and learning of foreign language are, in addition to the above, also influenced by other factors such as intelligence, memory processing and academic achievement.
Ruslan, researches the variety of the word "wife" in the Quran through a sociolinguistic study. In such research, the words zaujun, imra'atun, and nisâ'un are found in the Quran bear the meaning wife. The three words have difference in social level.
9
The word zaujun bears the meaning not only wife in the world, but it is also used in the word aswajun muthahharah 'pure wife', being wife in the heaven. This is the word Allah uses to call Prophet Adam's wife in the heaven. The word zaujun is oriented to establishing internal and external relationship. That is to say, zaujun has a function to strengthen the unity of couple of a husband and his wife in the effort to uphold human values.
Allah also uses the word nisâ'un that bears the meaning wife. In social context, the word nisâ'un bears women's natural characteristics that need their husband's guidance and protection. This word is used by Allah to express a wife's feminine characteristic in interaction with her husband.
Another word used by Allah bearing the meaning wife is imra'atun. This word has different social level compared to the previous two words. This word is dominantly used to describe women in their interaction with children, being for pregnancy, giving birth and taking care.
Further, Idiagbon, observes the Quran from sociolinguistic perspective based on the narration in Prophet Moses story. Such research describes some elements of linguistic science that become markers for speaker's identity and power. This also justifies the existence of correlation between communication pattern and social setting. Some examples of the use of such elements in the Prophet Moses story are the use of language 9 Ruslan, "Language Variation Analysis of Expressions of Al-Quran Word Wife", Research on Humanities and Social Sciences, Vol. .4, No.11, 2014, p. 143-149 depicting persuasion, threat and tension.
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Through this academic analysis, Idiagbon finds argument from the Prophet Moses story to create new discourse in religious aspect to be more open to non-religious analysis. Based on the research, Idiagbon concludes that language is not merely a means of communication, but also expressing the speaker's identity in relation to the speaker's power.
With regard to the politeness of language of the Quran, Al-Khatib 11 , finds three ways for Allah to convey messages, among others, direct conveyance, by story and by example. Al-Khatib uses the politeness theory of Brown and Levinson to investigate this issue. The result of such research is discovery of 4 strategies of politeness of language in the Quran. The most often found strategy is bald on-record strategy or without strategy, followed by positive politeness strategy or intimacy, negative politeness strategy or formality, and the most rarely found, off-record strategy or vague.
Al-Khatib also finds that Allah most often conveys information with discipline instructions, discipline directives, procedural instructions, and procedural directive. Off-record strategy is almost not used in The Quran. There are many formal communications in the Quran between Allah and men with unequal position, thus direct communication is used. From such finding, we may conclude that the politeness of language is not an absolute concept, but it is only used based on complex relationships in multiple social interactions.
In the second study, Al-Khatib, researches the interpersonal politeness of language in the Quran. The conclusion of this study states that direct requests are different between one to another contexts. Thus, directives in religious context cannot be stated as impolite expressions. In this research, the writer investigates the derivatives of honorific language in the Quran.
Therefore, the writer also takes some previous researches related to honorific language.
Al-Ni'aymi has conducted a reseach by comparing the honorific language in both Arabic and English. Honorific language has an important role in a sociopragmatic linguistic study domain and communication theory. The purpose of this research is basically to examine the similrities and differences between honorific language in modern standard of both Arabic and English in terms of structures.
13 This research also aims at briefly explaining the honorific language terms and expressions realized in both languages.
There are some honorific language comparisons in Arabic. The Iraqi arabic language and standard have various honorific languages which show respect, familiarity, joy, and intimacy. The implications are in the forms of relationship between the speakers and hearers in their social status, age, and profession. 14 Okushi has also conducted a reseach on the use of keigo in Japanese daily social interactions. Keigo may be in forms of affixes, specified vocabularies, and phrases processed through the formulation within both linguistic and sociolinguistic rules. Keigo shows the speakers' politeness to the hearers or those being talked about.
15 Honorific system is contained within several aspects of Japanese grammatical patterns.
Politeness in Japanese Language
Japanese speakers recognize keigo 'honorific language', as a form of speech in respect of others. Keigo is variation of language of which difference is determined by the position of speaker (O1) regarding his/her relationship with an individual that is the hearer (O2) or with an individual that is the subject of speech (O3). Such relationships are non-linguistic factors that may influence the uses of language chosen when a person communicates.
In Japanese language, when O1 talks to O2 that is of a higher position, O1 shall use sonkeigo, while expressions for himself/herself (O1) shall be of humble language or in Japanese referred to as the term kenjougo. Below are matters to be taken into consideration in communication with Japanese speaker. 1) Speaker's position against the hearer or individual that is the subject of speech, for example;
• student and teacher,
• staff and leader,
• shopkeeper and buyer,
• receptionist and guest,
• child and parent,
• wife and husband.
2) Difference in age; child and parent.
3) Familiarity factor; newly encountered individual, guest, friend, and relatives.
4) Hearer's position with regard to the uchisoto concept (in group and out group). Uchi (in group) bears the meaning of individuals on the part of the hearer, e.g. family or coworker. Soto (out group) refers to external individuals to the hearer, e.g. individual of other family or from other company.
According to Kabaya, for a communication to run appropriately, we must pay attention to the position of speaker, hearer, and individual that is the subject of speech, similarly to in what condition, situation, event and context the speech is made. 
a) Inter-participants relationship
In keigo expressions, inter-participants relationship is divided into three factors; the speaker (the speaker himself/herself in expressing keigo language 'honorific language'), the hearer, and individual that is the subject of speech. Interparticipants relationship is the relationship of speaker with hearer or individual that is the | 150 subject of speech when expressing keigo. When speaking, the speakers must understand the inter-participants relationship. Inter-participants relationship in speaking consists of ;
• Hierarchical relationship --------superior / subordinate relationship
• Familiarity relationship --------close /nonclose relationship
• Position, role --------position of speaker and social role In hierarchical relationship, there are rules or norms that objectively or indirectly regulate inter-participants e.g. relationship between leader and staffs, employer and employees. Familiarity (intimacy) relationship is sometime measured according to the duration of relationship, e.g. familiarity with a friend for one year of friendship will be more intimate compared to a relationship with a friend for only one week. This is similarly to the position of speaker and social role. There are matters that have been regulated by Japanese norms, such as teacher and student, superior and subordinate, buyer and shopkeeper, etc. In the three relationships above, the most important thing is how the subject/speaker understands his/her position in speaking.
b) Hearer position
Hearer position is the position of speaker in determining his/her position against the hearer or individual that is the subject of speech. Hearer position will be marked (+) for upper-non-intimate relationship and lower-intimate relationship will be indicated with the (-) mark.
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• Hearer position 0 ----colleague of equal level, individuals in the first encounter.
• Hearer position +1----superior, teacher, senior
• Hearer position -1 ----junior, friend, family
c) Formal/informal situation
Formal/informal situation is related to the condition/situation where a speech event takes place. Speech event takes place in a formal 17 Hiroshi Kabaya, Keigo Hyougen Handobukku, (Tokyo: Taishukan, 2009), p. 77 situation, e.g. in a meeting, research presentation meeting, while informal situation, e.g. in gathering to drink sake and during break conversation. Formal/informal is also related to the means of communication; via telephone, e-mail, document or memo.
d) Place/location factor
Similarly to hearer position, place factor is based on formal/informal condition. A place with higher level of formality will be marked with plus (+), while minus (-) will indicate a place with lower level of formality.
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• Place/location factor 0 ----family, neighbor
• Place/location factor +1 ----ceremony, meeting, lecture
• Place/location factor -1 ----a place of intimacy in sake shop. 
19
One of the purposes of keigo expressions 'honorific language' is how to reach a good communication for the participants. In order to reach it, one should be aware (mindful) of the hearer and not only thinking of himself/ herself. For example, when one intends to ask something to the hearer with hearer level +1, the honorific expression must begin with the word sumimasen 'sorry' or the word ojamashimasu 'sorry to interrupt'.
f) Topic of conversation
Something to be communicated when a person speaks is referred to as naiyou 'topic of conversation/speech' or the message contained in the speech. In the keigo system, people tend to emphasize the way to communicate it, in what kind of expression and how to choose keigo language. However, keigo expression is in fact determined by the topic of conversation/ speech to be communicated. For example, in communicating a request, the expression yoroshiku onegaiitashimasu 'please help' is a keigo expression placed at the end of a request speech.
g) Form of discourse
In expressing keigo, the form of discourse is also considered important. The hearer will not understand the keigo expression if there is no form of discourse in each speech. This form of discourse becomes an important aspect related to the method to communicate, or how to communicate to each other with the hearer.
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The form of discourse is related to the following:
Goi 'vocabulary', the issues related to various words (vocabulary).
2. Bunpou 'grammar', the issues related to the use and change of words.
3. Bunshou 'speech', kaiwa 'conversation', the issues related to hatsugo' sentence composition'.
4.
Hatsuon 'tone', the issues related to voice.
5. Format or expression related to oral language or written language.
6. Non-linguistic act, the issues out of linguistic domain such as facial expression and gesture.
Politeness in Japanese language is also applied in the Japanese translation of the Quran. In this verse, there is a request in the form of sonkeigo, marked with the word 御受け 下さ い (ouke kudasai 'grant') and the verb 御聞き届 け下さいます (okiki todoke kudasaimasu 'Hear'). The sonkeigo form 'form of honorific' in paying respect to Allah in the two expressions above is marked with the use of prefix O-followed by the word 受け (uke) and (聞き) kiki. The prefix O-written in kanji 御 is one of the patterns to form sonkeigo. (tsukurareta 'create' ). This verb is used to pay respect to Allah's act, that is, the act to create for you (for Allah's servants) mates. The marker of sonkeigo form in such verb lies on the pattern of ~rareru (that changes to rareta because it indicates the past).
Allah as the Third Party

Research Method
This is a descriptive qualitative research, that is, a research with final result in the form of creative and thorough natured narrative, using fully authentic analysis 22 . This research is in the form of description in accordance with the fact of object to be reviewed.
Descriptive qualitative research is a research that uses qualitative method, being one that uses no statistical procedure. Thus, a descriptive qualitative research is a form of research that describes and explains data based on the existing fact.
The source of data the writer uses is translated verses of the Quran in Japanese, surah al-Baqarah [2] verses 7-30. The data the writer takes is all expressions with sonkeigo marker as a form of honorific to Allah. an inventory of verbs to be analyzed using contextual method into the data file that the writer saves digitally in a laptop.
The keigo verbs are reclassified into sonkeigo verbs, analyzed based on the formation of word. The formation of word is reclassified into morphological (change of word based on pattern) and syntactical (change of word without pattern) formations.
The data is validated after it is reduced. In order to find out that the data is correct, the writer has it checked by native speakers and Arabic tafsir experts.
Sonkeigo Expressions in Japanese Translation of the Quran
The analysis of sonkeigo verbs in surah alBaqarah The topic of discussion of this verse is regarding the unbelievers whose hearts, hearing and vision are set a seal by Allah. The believers (O2) should not follow their acts which may (Yogyakarta: Duta Wacana, 1993), p.135 result in painful punishment.
Fuujirareru 'set a seal' in Arabic is written with the verb khatama. The verb is found in verse 7 of surah Al-Baqarah. Fuujirareru is a sonkeigo verb with a change to its suffix ~rareru from its basic verb fuujiru, while khatama is a special diction in Arabic used to exalt Allah's act. In Arabic, the verb khatama is only used in the beginning of verse, covering the objects qulub 'hearts', sam' 'hearing', and bashar 'vision'. In Japanese, fuujirareru is only used for the objects kokoro 'hearts' and mimi 'ears/hearing', while for me (eyes/vision), the verb ooi wo sare (to veil) is used.
Ooi is a noun in Japanese that bears meaning to veil, wo is a particle to connect the object upon which a work is imposed by the predicate, while sare is a verb that bears meaning to do. The verb sare is a renyoukei verb at the level of sonkeigo speech. The sonkeigo marker in such verb is the change of form ~rareru from the basic verb suru to sareru. As it is used to close the clause in plural sentence, sareru is changed into the form of renyoukei verb 'conjunction verb', sare.
The verb kaserareyou 'to impose' is also a sonkeigo verb. In the original Arabic mushaf, it is written walahum 'adzaabun 'adziimun 'and for them is a great punishment'. There is no verb used in such part of verse, while in Japanese, it is translated to 重い懲罰を科せら れよう (omoi choubatsu wokaserareyou 'may impose a great punishment'). Kaserareyou is a kanoukei verb 'potential verb' sonkeigo with the form of verb ikoukei 'verb of intent form' (a verb that expresses speaker's intent). The verb kaserareyou is derived from the basic verb kasu, that transforms to the kanoukei verb, kaseru. The verb kaseru transforms to sonkeigo speech with suffix ~rareru, thus it transforms to kaserareru. The pattern ~you located at the end of the word is used as the marker of form of ikoukei verb 'verb of intent form' (a verb that expresses speaker's intent).
In this verse, Allah (O1/speaker) says of the unbelievers (O3/subject of speech). Servants of Allah (O2/hearer) in this verse are people who read the Quran. The hierarchical relationship between Allah and Quran reader is that of God and Its servants. O1 is the absolute Ruler of all things, while O2 is His servant who must abide by and surrender to Him. Allah with His power wills to set a seal upon the hearts, vision and hearing (spiritually) of the unbelievers, as response to their unbelief in Allah. Consequently, in the afterlife, for them there is great punishment.
In the Tafsir Ibn Katsir, the unbelievers whose hearts, hearing and vision have been set a seal in this verse are those who have been destined as unbeliever until their death. The example is Abu Lahab, who has been reported directly of his unbelief by Allah in surah Al-Lahab. Meanwhile, any non-Muslims who remain alive, upon whom no direct report in the Quran or hadith, we cannot say whether or not their hearts, hearing and vision are set a seal by Allah. In this case, there is still possibility for them to learn about Islam and to convert to Muslim.
The familiarity relationship of O1 and O2 is very close spiritually. The role of O2 in this relationship is as worshipper (-), created only to worship O1. The Speaker's awareness of the hearer can be observed in the use of the sonkeigo verb for Himself. In principle, using sonkeigo for oneself is not allowed in communication between humans, but Allah uses sonkeigo in this verse because He is aware of His nobleness and is aware of His servant's humility. (2) The next verse containing sonkeigo verbs is verse 17 with the verb toriagerare 'took away'. In this context, Allah takes away the light as the object of His act. Meanwhile, the original version is the verb dzahaba 'leave' to state that the light is leaving as the subject. The origin of verb toriagerare is toriageru 'takes away'. Such verb transforms morphologically in sonkeigo with suffix ~rareru, to toriagarareru. As it is used to close a clause of plural sentence, such verb is changed to the renyoukei form to toriagerare.
In the same verse, there is a verb containing the sonkeigo marker, that is torinokosareta 'leave'. In Arabic, such verb is written tarakahum. The verb torinokosareta is a sonkeigo verb from the basic verb torinokosu. Such verb transforms morphologically with suffix ~reru to torinokosareru. As its usage in the context of the past, such verb changes to torinokosareta.
This verse is the speech of Allah (O1) to the believers that read the Quran (O2) of the hypocrites, as expressed in the previous verses. In this verse, the hierarchical relationship between O1 and O2 is that of the God and His servants. The God is the absolute ruler of all things and the servant has no power and strength but with what He has revealed. In this verse, with His power, Allah may will to leave strayed the hypocrites who always deceive the believers.
The familiarity relationship between Allah and the believers is very intimate. In this relationship, the hearer position is worshipper (-), who must intend each of his/her acts to worship the Speaker (+). The topic of conversation in this verse is regarding the hypocrites who pretend to be believers, but indeed harms themselves as they are left strayed by Allah. The verb sare 'make' found in the verse 22 has a marker at the level of sonkeigo speech. Such verb is in Arabic written ja'ala. The verb sare is derived from the basic word suru. As the subject (actor) is Allah, such verb must be changed into sonkeigo form to sareru. As the closing marker of clause in plural sentence, the verb sareru changes to the renyoukei form, sare.
The speaker in this verse is Allah, while the hearer is His servants. The hierarchical relationship between the speaker and the hearer is the God with His servants. Creating the sky and the earth, sending down rain and bringing forth plants are Allah's absolute ability that men will impossibly do.
The familiarity relationship we may find in this verse is that Allah is very close to His servants. Allah with His love gives His creatures provisions form them to survive in the world and to be a means of worshipping Allah. The intimacy of Allah with His creatures is also marked with prohibition from attributing to Him equals, for His servants to be always close to Allah.
In this verse, the hearer position is servant (-) who has been given with grace of various provisions, and must be grateful by worshipping Allah without attributing to Him equals of any kind. The situation of the speech in this verse is non-formal, as no teineikei sentence is used. The location of speech in this verse is the World (-) that is a transit to gather provisions in heading to the eternal realm (+). The verb sonkeigo found in the verse 26 is itowarenai 'not timid', or in Arabic lâ yastahyî. The verb itowarenai is derived from the basic word itou 'hate/timid', such verb changes to negative form, itowanai, then changes to sonkeigo,itowarenai.
In the verse, Allah (O1) speaks to His servants (O2) of example He speaks of in part of verses of The Quran. The hierarchical relationship between O1 and O2 is that of the God and His servants. Allah speaks with various examples for His servants' contemplation. Allah also wills to use such examples to guide and mislead His servants.
Allah is very close to His servants, marked by the use of examples in His verses for ease of understanding. Allah, The Guide guides any servants He wills. Meanwhile, they who are misled by Allah with His examples are only the debauchers.
The hearer, being Allah's servant, takes position as servant (-) to whom examples are given by Allah for contemplation. In this verse, Allah also uses sonkeigo speech to exalt His own act. This indicates the awareness of position of Allah against His creatures. The topic in this verse is about examples in the Quran for men to contemplate and have it in expectation for Allah's guide.
Conclusion
In the Japanese translation of the Quran, there are expressions aimed to exalt Allah's act through sonkeigo expression. Sonkeigo expression is marked with change in the basic word with suffix ~rareru. This ~rareru pattern is used to give mark of sonkeigo form 'respectful language' a form of men representation as Allah's servant in paying respect to Allah, The Creator.
Based on the research of surah al-Baqarah [2]verse 7 to 30, 4 verses are found containing sonkeigo verbs. In verse 7 there are 3 sonkeigo verbs,in verse 17 there are 2 sonkeigo verbs. In verse 22, there are 2 sonkeigo verbs and in verse 26 there is 1 sonkeigo verb. These uses of sonkeigo verbs looks different compared to men's expressions as the speaker, hearer, or men as the subject of speech.
